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(Note: The 0900Z Key Issues Update will include all previously unreported SIGACTs.)

- Reports indicate that, as a result of the strikes in 14OCT, the Iraqi Air Force has raised the military alert status to High and ordered the Air Defense Forces to shoot down any foreign aircraft entering airspace. In addition, forces have also issued orders to redeploy to unspecified secret locations within Iraq as a preventative measure to increase survivability in the event of a sudden Israeli attack. NFI. (Source: USEUCOM IOC)

- NSTR.

- NSTR.

1 08130Z: 101AA/1BCT OP received small arms fire 72km SW of Mosul. No BDA. No US casualties.
2 08145Z: 101AA/2BCT convoy received RPG fire in Mosul. No BDA. 2x Humvee damaged. 2x US WIA (2x RTD).
3 081130Z: 101AA/2BCT patrol received mortar fire in Mosul. No BDA. 2x US WIA.
4 08225Z: 4ID/2BCT patrol engaged with RPG fire in Baqubah. Previously reported 1x US WIA died in 21CSH. 1x US KIA.
5 081915Z: 4ID/3BCT patrol received RPG fire 6km NNE Balad. No BDA. No US casualties.
6 081635Z: 4ID/3BCT patrol received RPG fire in Samarra. No BDA. No US casualties.
7 081635Z: 4ID/3BCT FOB Daniels received mortar fire N of Samarra. No BDA. No US casualties.
8 081530Z: 4ID/1BCT FOB Cambrai received mortar fire in Tikrit. No BDA. No US casualties.
9 081030Z: 4ID/1BCT LSA Anaconda received mortar fire 20km SE of Balad. No BDA. No US casualties.
10 081010Z: 4ID/173ABN patrol engaged with small arms fire 44km NW of Kirkuk. 2x ACM KIA. No US casualties.
11 081720Z: 1AD/2DIVARTY patrol received RPG fire in Zone 6. No BDA. 2x HMMWV damaged. 1x US WIA.
12 080855Z: 1AD/2/82ABN patrol attacked with IED in Zone 3. 1x IZ CIV Death. 2x US WIA.
13 082258Z: 82ABN/3BCT TCP engaged 1x Iraqi vehicle that would not stop 45km N of Hit. 1x ACM WIA.
14 081738Z: 82ABN Baghdad Correctional Facility received mortar fire W of Baghdad. No BDA. No US casualties.
15 081505Z: 82ABN/335TSCI convoy attacked with IED along Hwy PW of Al Habbaniyah. No BDA. No US casualties.
16 081450Z: 82ABN/3ACR patrol struck 2x land mines in Al Qurnim. 1x M2 damaged. No US casualties.
17 081253Z: 82ABN/3ACR patrol struck a mine 21km S of Hit. 2x US WIA.
18 081215Z: 82ABN/3BCT convoy attacked with IED and small arms fire in Al Fallujah. No BDA. No US casualties.
19 080845Z: 82ABN/1BCT patrol attacked with IED 5km W of Al Fallujah. No BDA. No US casualties.
20 080835Z: 82ABN/1BCT patrol attacked with IED 5km W of Al Fallujah. No BDA. No US casualties.

5 total

Total: 1x US KIA / 9x US WIA
Coalition: 0x KIA / 0x WIA
US CIV: 0x Death / 0x Injured

1Z: 2x ACM KIA / 15x ACM WIA
1Z CIV: 2x Death / 0x Injured

Since Last Update
Last 24 Hours
7 Day Average
Total: Last 7 Days

Significant Acts
7
23
25
178

Per CJTF-4TUA (Last 24):
1,810x Patrols
23x Raids
97x Detainees

SAFETY INCIDENTS

NSTR.

HA:
- The Qayyarah refinery reopened its first production line on 7 OCT, producing its first asphalt in 17 years. The opening of a second line on 21 OCT will make it the largest asphalt producer in the Middle East and a significant employer for the local area.
- Kirkuk received four new Mercedes fire trucks with equipment, giving each fire station in the city two operational trucks. Older trucks will be sent out to outlying towns.
- Report from a sector council member stated that 7x individuals

HA (Future Ops):
- To monitor consumption of electricity more precisely, a SCADA system will be installed in approx 4 months.
- 300 food inspectors and food health professionals will attend a workshop from 11-13 OCT.
- A massive clean-up of Al Karkh Baladiya neighborhood, one of the oldest and most neglected sectors in Baghdad, will commence next week through coordinated efforts of CFs and the Neighborhood Advisory Council (NAC). The project will generate
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had contracted cholerma in his sector; 1 is dead and 4x have been quarantined. The incidents were reported to the MOH.
- As of 4 OCT USAID/RUSE had committed 160 grants worth $2.37M to rehabilitate schools and other education facilities.
- The academic year began on 5 OCT at Iraq's 65 universities, colleges and technical institutes. Student enrollment remains near pre-war levels, but de-Ba'athification has decreased the faculty population from 14.7K to approx 13K.
- USAID/Bechtel has completed renovation of 11 of 25 fire stations, and has agreed to renovate 12 of the remaining 14.
- All the power substations in Umm Qasr are energized and the entire port is now fully illuminated at night.

CPA:
- Peak power generation was 4417MW on 7 OCT. Baghdad had 24hr electricity on 5 and 6 OCT and 20hrs on 7 OCT. US and Iraqi engineers estimate that Iraq's electricity needs are about 6,000MW and that Baghdad receives only about 60% of the electricity it needs. Electric power consumption in Baghdad, in the past 24rs was 1520MW.
- CPA instituted a 60-day action plan to expand the current short-term loan program to include larger, long-term loans and to develop a nationwide information campaign highlighting loan opportunities.
- CPA is actively pursuing foreigners to invest in Iraqi businesses. This is facilitated by a letter writing campaign, road shows, appearances at conventions and a planned presentation later this month at the Donor's Conference in Madrid.

CFACC: ATO J7: 42 scheduled, 39 over Iraq, 1 Coalition, 1 Coalition over Iraq, 18 strike.

CFMCC: OIF MIO (Operation POWER CRUDE) continues. Fourteen (14) ships currently detained in SMUG box. ESG-1 remains on station in the Northern Arabian Gulf.

INFO OPS: CTFR-310 is involved in supporting the establishment of Iraqi security forces by informing the Iraqi populace and key leaders of the establishment of the ICDC. CTFR has garnered assistance in recruitment and selection of personnel by advertising the ICDC recruitment program through the use of PSYOP posters, handbills, and public service announcements. The ICDC program has received much support from the local populace that there have been more applicants than positions available for hire. Additionally, IO has been assisting in creating a stable and secure environment, by influencing key governmental and tribal leaders to condemn acts of sabotage and criminal activity. MSC meetings with key leaders helped decrease the

ISG:
- Last: 24hrs: ISG conducted five missions to include the recovery of two radiation sources from Al Amriyah, and the exploitation of

short-term employment for hundreds of Iraqis and will be funded by an $85K USAID/OTI grant.
- Several initiatives are underway by the Ministry of Culture, to include re-energizing district inspectors and providing enhanced communications for improved security at archaeological sites.
- The Baghdad Fire Department received 25 new fire engines under contract of the UN. All should be in service by 10 OCT.
- Mine Safety Apparatus will supply 1500 self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) sets to the Baghdad Fire Department under a recently approved contract.

CPA (Cont):
- As part of the Iraqi Currency Exchange program, the Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank released posters and handbills illustrating the new currency, information about security precautions and anti-counterfeiting features was also provided.

CPA (Future Ops):
- 11-17 OCT: Organization of the Islamic Conference Summit Meeting in Kuala Lumpur.
- 23-24 OCT: Madrid Donors Conference.
- 27 OCT-24 NOV: Ramadan.
- 21 NOV: Termination of UN supervision of O-F-F program transfer to CPA.

CFACC: ATO J7: TBD.

CFMCC: N/C. Continued OEF MIO and lookout for 14 specific vessels suspected of oil smuggling.

INFO OPS (Cont):
- number of infrastructure attacks over the past month. IO has supported the economic development of the country by informing the Iraqi populace of the currency exchange program to gain acceptance for the new Iraqi Dinar. The second set of Dinar exchange products are currently being disseminated by the MSCs. These products illustrate what the new currency looks like and show the added security features. Over the past week IO efforts also worked at informing the populace of the economic and security potential gained from Operation Power Crude and the Fuel Distribution Plan. These programs will help build the populace's confidence in Iraq's economic future.

HVT: N/C.
Total Black List Captured: 96 of 235 (39 of Top 55), 6 KIA (5 of Top 55 KIA).
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9 of the 37 targeted areas at the CAPT Speicher crash site (NSTR).
Next 24hrs: ISG has six missions planned to include the investigation of a potential SCUD oxidizer at a plant south of Baghdad.

Total Black List Still At Large: 131 of 235.

CJTFI44 Commander's Assessment: NSTR.

1AD: Our main effort today was the containment of the 1,000-man protest march that moved from 2/82's to 2BCT's AOR. We were prepared to move them from the intersection at Assassin's Gate immediately after evening prayer, but the protest broke up at 1745hrs with the promise that they would be back on Friday with "millions." Sheik Moidah is in confinement at Abu Ghraib, and there is a meeting scheduled on Friday among Division, CJTF, CPA, and Ministry lawyers to monitor the process of having him appear before the Iraqi Central Criminal Court. This is a watershed case in that the Sadr loyalists do not consider their Sheiks and Imams subject to secular law. We continued our aggressive counter-IED operations with three raids in the 3BCT AO. These raids were directed at individuals suspected of manufacturing and selling IEDs in Baghdad. Two individuals who are suspected of making the devices were detained and various remote control devices such as car alarm remotes and receivers were confiscated at their residences. The third raid was aimed at an individual suspected of buying IEDs. He was detained with various documents and $6K. Another example of the Baghdad populace helping CFs was seen last night when an Iraqi turned in 29x SK-5 rockets to 3BCT. We continued to support the Iraqi Currency Exchange Mission by escorting deliveries to 10 banks across Baghdad without incident. We have increased RAM at Turkish and Korean embassies based on intelligence.

82ABN: NSTR.

101ABN: We discovered a number of caches and had two significant turn-ins over the last 24hrs. We were able to secure 14x SA-7s, 254x mortar rounds, 49x additional mortar fuses, 200x tank rounds and 35x artillery rounds. Nearly 1000 known cache sites have been reduced, and only 4 remain on the battlefield, which we are securing until they can be inspected by EOD and safely evacuated. Our assessment is that while there is still ammunition and IED material available throughout the AOR, the hard work our soldiers did to clear these caches will reduce (but not eliminate) the enemy's ability to continue IED proliferation. We had a successful joint operation with the Mosul Police last night in which they detained three individuals during the course of a search operation in a mosque. One of these individuals revealed to us that the Imam for that mosque has declared Jihad against CFs. We will engage the religious leaders on the city council, and the Division and Brigade chaplains will engage the Imam and other clergy from that mosque before we determine the most appropriate action to be taken in response to that Imam's declarations. In support of Operation Chamberlain, we are developing some patterns and refining some intel in the western AO along the . . .

MND (SE): N/C. Combat effectiveness across the Div is GREEN.

MND (CS): Today we hosted US CODEL Upton and the Latvian Minister of Foreign Affairs. Both visits went superbly. I have met with CPA-SC representatives recently in an effort to improve coordination and avoid misperceptions concerning the Division's operations. I am confident that the misunderstandings of the last few days have been corrected and that any challenges in the future will be dealt with at the appropriate level. I remain confident in our preparations to address challenges in Kirkuk and An Najaf in the days ahead.

WEATHER:

Casualties: KIA 242 (N/C); WIA 1,342 (+14)
Detained: 10,441 (1,291 suspected criminals; 3,860 MEK). Last 24: 58 CI released; 99 CI gained; 7 EPWs released; 0 EPWs captured.

Wx: Mostly clear. Visibility isolated 3-5 miles in afternoon dust across S IZ. Wind N-NW 10-15kts. Baghdad high 37C/99F, low 18C/65F.

Deployments for 9 OCT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COALITION</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>680 PAX/777 STNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Redeployments for 9 OCT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COALITION</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>675 PAX/254 STNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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